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Host Stew Peters –

Fighting against these vaccine mandates - fighting against these masked mandates, you're going to your meetings, you're doing everything that you can there's one guy out here who went to a meeting at a school board. A tyrannical, petty tyrant filled school board and confronted them on the mask mandates. Well guess what? He was successful and he confronted them and he said I'm going to sue every one of you. I'm going to sue you as a board, I'm going to sue you individually, I'm gonna sue every single one of you.

And he served them right there on the spot with all the paperwork!
Well guess what? He was successful! He got the mask mandate lifted, those children were liberated.

Well as a result of those efforts, Christopher Key - that man - was fired by his communist boss from his work.

So his new job is now the vaccine police.

He's going all over the country. He's confronting pharmacists. He's serving Nurnberg notifications to people at hospital administrations. Big Pharma executives and CEOs he's all over the place.

He documents his work at vaccine dash police dot com. You can give to his efforts there - this is what we need. We are in a war and he is a soldier with boots on the ground - fighting this on the front lines. He needs some assistance. With some of that donated money he has erected billboards in major metropolitan areas that as a result of the billboards presence has spawned the writing and the advertising and the covering by media - they don't have any other choice but to cover it - and so then the vaccines are getting media coverage that this corrupt and complicit mainstream and even alternative so called conservative news outlets - are completely ignoring.

Go to vaccine dash police dot com - please - and support Christopher Key’s efforts. I do and I'm proud of it. And I'm glad that I do. You can view all of the work that he's doing over at vaccine dash police dot com and if you have the means and if you feel so called to do so - please help him out. Go to vaccine dash police dot com.